We review progress in quasi-phase-matched optical parametric oscillators in bulk periodically poled LiNbO 3 . Using the electric-field poling process, we can reliably fabricate 0.5-mm-thick crystals with uniform domain structures over a 15-mm length. Periodically poled material retains the low-loss and bulk power handling properties of single-domain LiNbO 3 , and quasi phase matching permits noncritical phase matching with d 33 , the highest-valued nonlinear coefficient. Optical parametric oscillators pumped by 1.064-mm pulsed Nd:YAG lasers have been operated over the wavelength range 1.4 -4 mm with tuning by temperature or by quasi-phasematched period. We have shown an oscillation threshold as low as 0.012 mJ with a Q-switched pump laser and pumping at greater than ten times threshold without damage. We have also demonstrated a cw doubly resonant oscillator near 1.96 mm pumped directly with a commercial cw diode laser at 978 nm.
INTRODUCTION
Optical parametric oscillators (OPO's) are attractive sources of coherent radiation in applications for which laser sources are unavailable or for which wide tunability is needed. Interest in OPO's has been renewed by advances in stable pump lasers and improvements in nonlinear optical materials. Still, many desirable OPO implementations are limited by problems with conventional birefringent phase-matching techniques in available materials, such as Poynting-vector walk-off, low effective nonlinear coefficient, and inconvenient phase-matching temperatures and angles.
Quasi phase matching is an alternative technique to birefringent phase matching for compensating phase velocity dispersion in frequency-conversion applications. 1 In a first-order quasi-phase-matched (QPM) device, the nonlinear coefficient is modulated with a period twice the coherence length of the interaction to offset the accumulated phase mismatch. A significant advantage of quasi-phase matching is that any interaction within the transparency range of the material can be noncritically phase matched at a specific temperature, even interactions for which birefringent phase matching is impossible. Another benefit is that the interacting waves can be chosen so that coupling occurs through the largest element of the x ͑2͒ tensor. In LiNbO 3 , quasi-phase matching with all waves polarized parallel to the z axis yields a gain enhancement over the birefringently phase-matched process of ͑2d 33 ͞pd 31 ͒ 2 ഠ 20. Inasmuch as the pool of mature nonlinear optical materials is limited and the development cycle for new materials is long and costly, quasi-phase matching is a useful technique for extending the range of available nonlinear optical materials. Using planar processing methods from the microelectronics industry, such as lithography, one can inexpensively fabricate practical microstructured materials for QPM interactions. The ability to pattern QPM structures allows the nonlinear material to be engineered for the desired interaction. The simplest implementation of quasi-phase matching is a single-period grating pattern that shifts the phasematching peak to the desired operating point. Engineering more complex behavior, such as broadband phase matching or multiwavelength gratings, in principle involves only designing a more sophisticated lithographic mask.
Until recently, quasi phase matching was applied mainly to waveguide devices. Interest in the practical application of quasi phase matching to bulk nonlinear optics has been revived by the emergence of electricfield poling techniques for patterning the domain polarity of ferroelectric materials. With these techniques, periodically poled LiNbO 3 (PPLN) has been demonstrated for high-efficiency second-harmonic generation (SHG). 2, 3 We describe what are to our knowledge the first bulk QPM OPO's, made possible with the exceptional properties of PPLN now available. QPM bulk interactions greatly expand the operation range of optical parametric amplifiers and oscillators, as illustrated by the rapid succession of demonstrations and variety of configurations reported here. Our first demonstration was a pulsed singly reso-nant QPM OPO pumped by a Q-switched laser. This was followed by a succession of experiments with improving material. Most recently, we demonstrated a doubly resonant QPM OPO directly pumped by a commercial cw diode laser. We expect both material and device development to continue at an accelerated rate, leading to further advances in OPO performance.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the theory of QPM OPO's and the implications of quasi-phase matching on tuning and bandwidth. In Section 3 we describe our methods for fabricating bulk PPLN. In Section 4 we discuss the experimental performance of our PPLN OPO's. In Section 5 we present some prospects for future research.
THEORY OF QUASI-PHASE-MATCHED OPO's
Much of the theory of conventionally birefringently phasematched OPO's carries over to QPM bulk interactions with only a few simple substitutions. The substitutions are derived from a Fourier series representation of the periodically modulated nonlinear coefficient:
where d eff is the effective nonlinear coefficient of the same process in single-domain bulk material, k m 2pm͞L is the grating vector of the mth Fourier component, and L is the period of the modulated structure. 
From the Fourier expansion, the effective nonlinear coefficient for the QPM interaction is
The wave-vector mismatch for the QPM interaction is
where k p , k s , and k i are the wave vectors of the pump, the signal, and the idler, respectively, assuming that all wave vectors are collinear with the grating vector. When the nonlinear coefficient is modulated with periodic sign reversal, as in PPLN, the Fourier coefficient is
where the duty factor D l͞L is given by the length l of a reversed domain divided by the period L of the reversal. The effective nonlinear coefficient for quasiphase matching is largest for a first-order process ͑m 1͒ with a 50% duty factor. In this case
The wave-vector mismatch for the first-order QPM collinear process is
where the period L is twice the coherence length l c for the same process in single-domain material:
Most standard OPO theory applies to QPM OPO's. One exception occurs at high levels of conversion, where the signal wave and the idler wave act back on the pump wave, changing its phase and effectively changing the coherence length. The existing treatments for low and moderate pump conversion apply accurately to QPM OPO's, with d Q and Dk Q being substituted for the effective nonlinear coefficient and the wave-vector mismatch. Below we present experimental results that show good agreement with commonly used OPO threshold formulas under these conditions. Another exception is that, in approximating the spatial variation of the nonlinear coefficient with a single Fourier component, we are limiting the results to those describing the average behavior over distance. Equation (4) is the phase mismatch over many periods, not that in a single-domain region of the periodic structure. Local variation of the fields may be important for some details of OPO behavior, but this analysis is limited to a treatment of the dominant characteristics of a QPM OPO.
For discussing tuning tolerances, we use the case of a QPM parametric amplifier pumped at v p , with signal input at v s but no idler input at v i . In the limit of low gain, the single-pass parametric power amplification in a crystal of length L is
where I p is the pump intensity. Phase matching is achieved when
assuming a first-order collinear interaction. The first three terms of Dk Q are the conventional phase-matching condition and hence can be adjusted by the common techniques that use angle, temperature, electric field, and pressure. The grating vector, the last term, affords an additional adjustable parameter that is especially powerful because it is independent of inherent material properties. The QPM structure is typically fabricated with a photolithographic mask and planar processing techniques, which give the designer essentially arbitrary control of the grating vector. The grating periods required for phase matching of first-order collinear degenerate QPM OPO's are shown in Fig. 1 , where Sellmeier fits are used for the dispersion of congruent LiNbO 3 and thermal expansion of the grating period is included in the calculation. 5, 6 Note that the plots in Fig. 1 can also be used to find the grating period for QPM SHG. Of the four cases shown here, only Type-I with extraordinarypump-producing ordinary signal and idler waves is birefringently phase matchable, which occurs at the points where the grating period becomes infinite. Interactions with orthogonally polarized beams are important in systems that employ polarization selectivity in some way. For example, a Type-II interaction is useful for a pumpresonant OPO. The interaction with all waves extraordinary is particularly interesting because of the large d 33 nonlinear coefficient, as shown in Table 1 .
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All the experiments reported in Section 4 used the d 33 interaction. As a consequence of the flat dispersion of LiNbO 3 for wavelengths longer than ϳ1 mm, the required periods for infrared interactions are .10 mm, relatively large compared with those of visible interactions. This range is within the capability of our PPLN fabrication methods, as described in Section 3, which makes PPLN OPO's promising candidates for useful tunable infrared sources.
Tolerances on phase matching are determined from the full width at half-maximum of the parametric gain. From relation (9), half-maximum gain occurs at Dk Q L͞2 0.4429p. with some differences in pump and signal wavelength acceptance because the signal and the idler are not constrained to be equal in frequency, as are the analogous fundamental waves in the SHG case. The analyses of the tolerances for pump and signal wavelength are similar for QPM and birefringently phase-matched OPO's, with the use of the proper indices in the phase-matching condition. The temperature variation of Dk Q L includes h Angle acceptance FWHM for fixed l p , l s , and l i . The crystal optic axis is in the x -z plane; domain boundaries are parallel to the y -z plane. Phase-matched propagation is in the x direction, and n is the angular deviation of the pump from phase matching. The signal and the idler change direction but remain collinear as n is varied. See Fig. 2 the thermal expansion of the grating period L͑T ͒ in addition to the thermal expansion of the crystal length L͑T ͒ and the temperature variation of the refractive indices. For LiNbO 3 the temperature dependence of the dispersion is generally less than that of the birefringence, so the temperature acceptance can be quite large for interactions with parallel-polarized waves. In these cases the thermal expansion of the grating period can be a significant factor in the phase-matching condition. Compared with SHG, angular dependence of phase matching has the additional complication that the signal and idler waves can have independent propagation directions. When the pump wave is propagating at some angle relative to the grating vector, then at least one of the other two waves must be noncollinear with both the pump and the grating to maintain the boundary-condition requirements on the phase mismatch. The difference in the propagation directions of the interacting waves results in an effective interaction length for the gain similar to that observed in birefringently phase-matched OPO's with noncollinear phase matching or Poynting-vector walk-off. In an actual OPO the relationship between the signal and the idler directions will be a compromise among the phasematching, the walk-off, and the resonator constraints. For the angular tolerances presented here the signal and idler are collinear, comparable with those in the SHG analysis considered by Fejer et al. 1 A significant result of that analysis is that the interaction is noncritical whenever propagation is collinear with the grating vector. This is seen in Table 2 , which shows that the QPM interactions have angular acceptance comparable with those in the noncritical birefringently phase-matched case.
In Fig. 2 we show tuning curves, i.e., the locus of points where Dk Q 0, of collinear OPO interactions in PPLN pumped by common lasers. For 1.064-mm Nd:YAG lasers, and Ti:sapphire and diode lasers from 780 to 980 nm, the grating periods are comfortably attained in PPLN. For a green-pumped OPO, the grating periods as small as 6.8 mm are on the short end of our current bulk processing methods but are achievable. Note that the tuning curves of the 780 -860-nm-pumped OPO's turn back on themselves because these interactions straddle the region in which the curvature of the dispersion changes sign. A consequence of this behavior is that the parametric gain bandwidth is extremely large, which implies the interesting prospect of a high-bandwidth parametric amplifier in the optical communication band. 8 A grating period can be selected to permit noncritical phase matching of the desired interaction at a given temperature. This was the design approach taken in the experimental demonstrations presented in Section 4 below. However, QPM design is not limited to gratings with a single period; more sophisticated structures give specialized phase-matching behavior. For example, multiple grating periods could be superimposed so that the device simultaneously produces frequency conversion to multiple wavelengths. Fourier synthesis is a strategy for designing more complicated QPM structures. 1 By planar microprocessing techniques, in principle any pattern that can be represented with a lithographic mask can be fabricated in the material. Broadening the phase-matching acceptance bandwidth is one example to which this advanced engineering control has been applied. 9 A widely tunable OPO with a fanned grating design is described in Section 5.
In summary, standard OPO analysis can be applied to QPM OPO's with a straightforward redefinition of the nonlinear coefficient and wave-vector mismatch. The grating vector affords a powerful additional tool in tailoring phase matching and permits OPO design options that are now available only with the practical implementation of QPM devices. Any collinear interaction within the transparency range of the material can be noncritically QPM at a given temperature, even those for which birefringent phase matching is not possible. In LiNbO 3 , interaction with all waves polarized parallel to the crystal optic axis has a nonlinear drive that is a factor of 20 higher than the largest available in birefringently phasematched processes. Quasi phase matching permits engineering the phase-matching behavior rather than relying on inherent material properties, so, in some sense, quasi phase matching replaces the search for new nonlinear optical materials with the search for patterning techniques of existing materials. Widely tunable infrared OPO's are possible with our current PPLN fabrication methods, described in Section 3.
FABRICATION OF PPLN
Implementation of quasi-phase matching requires a fabrication method that can achieve uniform micrometerscale periodic structures while preserving the material's transparency, nonlinearity, and power handling capability. Quasi phase matching was initially proposed before birefringent phase matching, 10 but difficulties in fabricating QPM materials have presented its widespread use in bulk devices. Recent advances in fabricating practical QPM materials have renewed interest in this approach. LiNbO 3 has attracted special attention because it is a mature, readily available material with transparency covering a useful range from 0.35 to .4 mm. Quasi phase matching can be implemented in a ferroelectric material such as LiNbO 3 by periodic reversal of the ferroelectric domains because antiparallel domains correspond to a sign reversal of the nonlinear coefficient. Several techniques have been developed for producing PPLN. Chemical indiffusion has been used to make periodic structures of good quality; however, the pattern is limited to shallow layers, which are sufficient for waveguide devices but not deep enough for bulk devices. 11, 12 Bulk PPLN has been made by modulation of the crystal growth process, but it suffers from axial variations in domain periodicity that significantly degrade efficiency. 13, 14 Electron-beam writing can produce bulk PPLN with good periodicity, but reproducibility is poor, and the process does not lend itself to commercial manufacturing. In this approach, domain periodicity is precisely defined by a lithographic mask by standard microfabrication techniques. We recently developed an electric-field poling process that yields uniform PPLN in thick substrates for efficient QPM frequencyconversion applications. 19, 20 We use standard optical-grade LiNbO 3 wafers of congruent composition with the arrangements shown in Fig. 3 . The positive electrode with the desired structure is patterned on the 1z surface of the wafer. We have used two variants for this electrode fabrication. In the first approach, a 0.2-mm-thick Al grating is patterned by lift-off lithography. A 2-mm-thick layer of photoresist is applied over the grating, leaving a portion of the metal pattern exposed. Contact is made to the exposed metal with a liquid electrolyte consisting of LiCl in deionized water. In the second variant, a grating pattern of photoresist is covered by an Al film and then covered by the electrolyte. In both cases the photoresist layer insulates the electrode lines, inhibits domain growth between the grating lines, and forms the contour of an isopotential surface when covered with the electrolyte. The isopotential surface controls fringing fields at the edges of the grating lines, improving pattern uniformity and resolution. The first method (insulator over conductor) produces better pattern fidelity, possibly because the well-defined edges of the metal lines provide a more homogeneous field condition than the tapered photoresist edges in the second method. The second method (conductor over insulator) is easier to fabricate with a single lithography step, and it provides pattern quality sufficient for devices with large feature size. We also patterned the 1z surface directly with photoresist trenches and liquid contact, 16 but we found that the metal -LiNbO 3 contact can enhance the poling. For the negative electrode, liquid electrolyte is applied directly in the bare 2z surface. The liquid electrode fixture consists of two electrolyte-containing chambers, which squeeze the LiNbO 3 sample between O rings. This arrangement permits application of fields exceeding 25 kV͞mm without breakdown of the sample and without the need for surrounding oil or vacuum. The choices of Al for the metal, photoresist for the insulator, and LiCl solution for the liquid contact are convenient but not necessarily optimal, making this an area for future research efforts. A qualitative picture of ferroelectricity in LiNbO 3 is shown in Fig. 4 . Polarity of a ferroelectric domain is determined by the offset of the metal ions either above or below the oxygen layers. 21 Domain reversal involves reorienting the crystal from one stable configuration to the other, which can be effected by the application of an external electric field. Significant domain reversal occurs when the applied field exceeds a certain value referred to as the coercive field, which is ϳ21 kV͞mm for LiNbO 3 at room temperature. Domain reversal is permanent after roughly 50 ms. When the voltage is abruptly turned off, domains that switched polarity in the last ϳ50 ms will return to their original polarity. For slow poling, such as we typically use, this backreversal is negligible. However, when the poling rate is fast, the material that reverts to its original polarity may represent a sizable portion of the domain-reversed region. Continuing to apply voltage for ϳ50 ms after poling, for instance, at a level that is half the coercive field value, ramping the voltage off gradually on the time scale of 50 ms, and blocking backflow of charge with a series diode are effective means of preventing backreversal of domains. Poling with shorter pulses (e.g., ϳ100 ms) can also be done with a voltage source with a circuit topology that connects it to the sample through a switching element. In this case, turning off the voltage pulse places the switch in a high impedance state that blocks the backflow of charge from the sample, allowing the domain reversal to become permanent. After domain reversal has been accomplished and the field removed, we have seen that the new domain orientation is stable even at temperatures exceeding 800
The poling circuit consists of a high-voltage source with a series resistor R s , as shown in Fig. 5 . Typical oscilloscope traces of voltage and current measured during poling are shown in Fig. 6 . With no sample in the circuit, the high-voltage supply V 1 is set to produce a voltage pulse at V 2 that exceeds the coercive voltage. When the same voltage pulse is applied to the sample, current flows through the circuit as the domain polarity reverses. The voltage drop in the series resistor lowers the voltage on the sample, leading to a decrease in the poling rate. Decreasing poling current raises the voltage on the sample. These competing effects cause the voltage on the sample to clamp at the coercive field level. Current flow in the circuit is regulated by the values of the series resistor R s and the driving voltage V 1 .
The poling current I pol is given by
where V 1 is the supply voltage before the series resistor R s , V c is the voltage corresponding to the coercive field level (ϳ21 kV͞mm), and R vm is the impedance of the voltage monitor. Current of 13 -33 mA was used to pole the devices reported in this paper. By varying the driving voltage V 1 and the series resistance R s , we performed testing at currents of as much as 10 mA, but the lower current tended to produce straighter domain walls. With constant current, the duration of poling depends linearly on the area being poled. The charge Q transferred to the sample is that required for compensation of the reversed orientation of the spontaneous polarization, given by Q 2P s A, where P s is the spontaneous polarization of LiNbO 3 , A is the area of the domain-reversed region, and the factor of 2 accounts for the polarity reversal. A published value 22 of P s is 71 mC͞cm 2 , but we found that a value 10% higher gives better agreement in our research.
We accomplish patterning by controlling the charge transfer that accompanies domain reversal. Domain growth is almost instantaneous in the z direction, so the poling current represents primarily lateral domain growth in the x and y directions. The conductivity of LiNbO 3 at room temperature is low enough that the poling current can be monitored readily. The oscilloscope trace in Fig. 6 shows the poling current and voltage for a 3-mm-diameter sample with a patterned electrode on the 1z surface. The initial plateaus (section A) in the current and voltage indicate poling taking place under either liquid or metal in direct contact with the LiNbO 3 . The middle region (section B) with lower current indicates poling under the photoresist at a higher coercive voltage. The end of the pulse (section C) where no current flows indicates completion of domain reversal. The strategy for domain patterning is to stop the voltage pulse before the poling progresses under the photoresist (point D). We typically do this by limiting the pulse duration at a given current and driving voltage level while monitoring the current and charge transfer. Another approach is to pole with an applied field just slightly above the coercive field of the conductor-covered material but low enough to prevent poling under the insulator-covered region. The series impedance can be adjusted or eliminated to achieve the desired poling rate. Computer control is useful in monitoring poling and determining a stopping criterion. 17 The domains typically grow beyond the width of the metal electrode defined by the grating lithography as the result of the remaining fringing fields along the edges. For devices with periods of interest for infrared applications (i.e., periods . 10 mm), a rule of thumb is that the domain width will be ϳ3-4 mm wider than the electrode width. The electrode structures described above are effective in making this domain width uniform over the poled region. The lithography pattern can be adjusted to take into account the resultant domain size. Shown in Fig. 7 is a cross-sectional view of a PPLN sample, illustrating the straight, vertical domain boundary walls throughout the material volume. We currently fabricate 0.5-mm-thick device-quality PPLN with 15-mmlong poled regions. We expect to be able to make PPLN 1 mm thick and 5 cm long in future research.
To verify domain pattern homogeneity for infrared parametric interactions, we performed a differencefrequency generation experiment, using a sample with a 15.5-mm grating period similar to that shown in Fig. 7 . The end faces of the crystal were cut and polished at the periodically poled region such that the finished device was 2.2 mm long. Pump radiation from a cw Ti:sapphire laser tunable near 710 nm and signal radiation from a 1.555-mm cw erbium fiber laser were mixed in the PPLN crystal. The single-pass idler power generated near 1.3 mm is shown in Fig. 8 , along with the theoretical tuning curve. The ripples in the measured data are due to Fresnel reflection interference from the uncoated polished end faces of the crystal. The theoretical curve is calculated from the Sellmeier coefficients for bulk LiNbO 3 at room temperature; the phase-matching peak has been shifted 11 nm by a change in the dispersion of ϳ10 -4 , which is within the accuracy claimed for the Sellmeier fit. The significance of this result is that the tuning curve shows a single well-defined peak with near-theoretical bandwidth, demonstrating coherent interaction over the length of the sample.
Over most of its transparency range, the intrinsic material loss of LiNbO 3 is negligible. For example, a LiNbO 3 monolithic total-internal-reflection (TIR) resonator was recently demonstrated with a finesse of 6000, corresponding to a loss of less than 0.1% from the 16-mm path length and three TIR bounces. 23 However, with periodically poled material there is concern that scattering or absorption at the domain wall interfaces could contribute noticeable loss. Because of the large number of domain walls encountered in any appreciable interaction length, even a small amount of loss added at each domain wall would limit the utility of the material for some OPO applications. Qualitatively, we observed no difference in visible scatter when transmitting a He -Ne beam through regions of the same crystal with and without periodic pol- Fig. 7 . Orthographic view of 0.5-mm-thick PPLN with a 15.5-mm period, after etching in HF acid to reveal the domain structure. The three panels are top, side, and bottom views taken at the same location in the crystal by cutting and polishing into the grating region. The top panel is the 1z face upon which the lithographic electrode was applied. The middle panel is a cross-sectional view of the 1y face. The bottom panel is the 2z face, which had the unpatterned ground electrode. ing. We quantitatively measured loss by placing PPLN crystals in an optical resonator with a bare-cavity finesse of 200, pumped by a single-frequency cw Tm:YAG laser at 2.014 mm. We tested PPLN pieces with 31-and 28.5-mm periods that were antireflection (AR) coated with a multilayer coating centered at 1.84 mm. Spectrophotometer measurements of the coating on witness samples gave power loss at 2.014 mm of 0.3%͞surface 6 0.05%. By measuring the finesse of the resonator with and without the PPLN crystal for several samples 9 and 15 mm long, we found that the range of single-pass power loss was 0.4% -0.8% 6 0.2%, uncorrelated with sample length. This loss value is the integrated total, which includes losses both from coated surfaces and from propagation through the crystal. Within our resolution limits there appears to be no measurable loss from the material itself compared with that of the coatings. Because the number of domain walls ranged from 600 to 1000 in these pieces, we conclude that periodic poling adds no loss to that of single-domain LiNbO 3 . Low loss is of critical importance in many OPO applications.
PPLN OPO EXPERIMENTS
The success in fabricating PPLN material led to a rapid succession of QPM OPO demonstrations. Our first device-quality pieces were 5 mm long. With these short lengths we took advantage of the high gain from Qswitched laser pulses to demonstrate our first QPM OPO in a bulk nonlinear optical material. In the months following the initial demonstration our processing methods developed, and we produced PPLN crystals more than 15 mm long, which allowed us to perform a variety of OPO experiments. Long lengths of this material with low loss and high nonlinear drive permitted low-threshold devices, including long pulse and cw operation. All the PPLN OPO's described here used collinear interactions with d Q ͑2͞p͒d 33 .
A. PPLN OPO's Pumped by Q-Switched Nd:YAG Lasers
The typical setup for our Q-switched laser-pumped experiments is shown in Fig. 9 . The OPO resonator is a linear cavity with mirrors selected to resonate at the signal as a singly resonant oscillator (SRO). We demonstrated our first bulk QPM OPO by using a 5-mmlong PPLN crystal having a 31-mm period. 19 The pump laser was an acousto-optically Q-switched, quasi-cw diodepumped Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.064 mm with a beam-quality measure M 2 1.8. The laser produced pulses with 7-ns full width at half-maximum at 100 Hz. The input cavity mirror had a 6.7-cm radius of curvature with R p 6%, R s 99%, and R i 40%, where R p , R s , and R i are the mirror reflectivities at the pump, the signal, and the idler wavelengths, respectively. The output coupler was flat, with R p 56%, R s ഠ 70%, and R i ഠ 20%. The mirror separation was 22 mm, giving a waist of 100 mm for an optimally mode-matched pump; the actual pump beam was 177 mm in the crystal. The PPLN end faces were AR coated near 1.8 mm with a single layer of SiO 2 , with pump transmission of T p ഠ 86%. As shown in Fig. 10 , this SRO produced output continuously tunable from 1.66 to 2.95 mm, with the crystal temperature varying from room temperature to 180
The measured tuning curve matches the design prediction within the accuracy of the Sellmeier fit. Using a different piece of PPLN with a 28.5-mm period, we measured signal and idler wavelengths at 1.45 and 4.0 mm, respectively, at room temperature. The linewidth of the signal beam is shown in Fig. 11 . The theoretical curve is based on the single-pass gain from relation (9) narrowed by a factor of approximately the square root of the number of passes of the signal pulse in the cavity as described by Brosnan and Byer. 24 The measured threshold was near the theoretical value predicted by a simple model of a pulsed SRO with loosely focused Gaussian beams 24 : Fig. 9 . Setup for OPO experiments with a Q-switched 1.064-mm Nd:YAG pump laser. 
where J T is the threshold pump fluence; T p is the pump transmission through the input coupler and the crystal surface; L is the crystal length; w p and w s are the Gaussian mode field radii of the pump and the signal, respectively; t is the 1͞e 2 half-width of the pump-pulse duration; g is the ratio of backward to forward pump-field amplitudes in the crystal (g 0.6 in this calculation); L cav is the cavity optical length; a d 0 is the single-pass power loss at the signal, not including the output coupling; and R s is the signal reflectivity of the output coupler. The nonlinear coefficient is d Q 14.4 pm͞V, where d eff has been adjusted for constant Miller delta. 25 The calculation gives 0.191 mJ, which is near our measured value of 0.135 mJ at 145 ± C, where l s 1.83 mm. By increasing the pump energy to damage the crystal intentionally, we obtained damage at 1.4 mJ, which agrees with previous reports for damage fluence of single-domain LiNbO 3 of 3 J͞cm 2 in a 10-ns pulse.
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The factor-of-10 margin between oscillation threshold and damage limit indicates the potential utility of PPLN OPO's of this type. The key results of this experiment were that no excess loss in the PPLN material was observed and that the damage limit was unchanged from its value for single-domain LiNbO 3 .
A side-by-side comparison with a KTP OPO illustrates the high gain available from PPLN. We used a 20-mmlong KTP crystal, x cut for Type-II noncritical [d 32 3.6 pm͞V (Ref. 7) ] phase matching at room temperature with l s 1.57 mm and AR coated for the pump and the signal wavelengths. The PPLN crystal was 5.2 mm long with a 31-mm QPM period for l s 1.66 mm at room temperature, similar to the piece described in the preceding paragraph. The experimental layout was similar to that of Fig. 9 , but with a different pump laser and cavity mirrors. The pump laser was an acousto-optically Q-switched cw diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser operating at 1.064 mm, with a 7-ns pulse length, a repetition rate of 1 kHz, and M 2 1.2. The cavity input and output couplers had 57-mm radii of curvature with R p 7%, R i , 10%, and R s 99% for both the PPLN and KTP signal wavelengths. The pump beam was focused to a 90-mm waist in the crystals. The mirror separation was adjusted to give the same optical cavity length of 35 mm for both crystals to equalize the number of cavity round trips during the pump pulse. The measured thresholds were 0.110 mJ for the KTP and 0.145 mJ for the shorter PPLN crystal. The ratio of the measured thresholds agrees with that of the gains calculated from relation (9), assuming no loss and ideal quasi-phase matching.
With the longer PPLN crystals that became available as our processing developed we investigated lowthreshold operation in a configuration with closer to optimized focusing. We used a 15-mm-long PPLN piece with a 31-mm period. The end faces of the crystal were AR coated for room-temperature operation with l s 1.66 mm (R p 5%͞surface, R s 0.8%͞surface). The pump laser was the same as described in the preceding paragraph, focused in the crystal to a spot size of w p 47 mm, which gives a ratio of crystal length L to confocal parameter b 2pn p w p 2 ͞l p of L͞b 0.53. The cavity mirrors both had 25-mm radii of curvature with a separation of 33 mm, so the waist of an optimally mode-matched pump beam would be 65 mm. The input coupler had reflectivities of R p 14%, R s 98%, and R i 10%; the output coupler had reflectivities of R p 5%, R s 92%, and R i 30%. The threshold of this PPLN OPO was 0.012 mJ. The low threshold available with PPLN makes it an excellent choice for OPO's pumped by cw diode-pumped Q-switched solid-state lasers.
With the performance demonstrated in the experiments at 100 Hz -1 kHz described above, a straightforward way to increase the average power is to increase the pulserepetition rate. The repetition rate of our laser was adjustable from 0 to 40 kHz; the pulse length was 7 ns at 1 kHz and 19 ns at 10 kHz. The pulse energy of the pump laser drops off with increasing repetition rate; however, the low threshold of a PPLN OPO means that high-repetition-rate operation can still be achieved. Initially, our attempts at high-repetition-rate operation were hindered by photorefractive damage owing to extraneous visible-light generation. For example, with a 31-mmperiod piece at room temperature (l s 1.66 mm), we observed red at ϳ0.650 mm, green at 0.532 mm, and blue at ϳ0.467 mm. The red is the sum frequency of the signal and the pump, and the blue appears to be the sum frequency of the doubled signal and the pump. The green is the second harmonic of the pump, which is not phase matched but is enhanced compared with green generated in a single coherence length. Typically the green and the red outputs have comparable powers, whereas the blue is more than an order of magnitude lower. Of these, the green light is the largest contributor to photorefractive damage. PPLN has been shown to be less susceptible to photorefractive damage than single-domain LiNbO 3 in visible-light SHG experiments, probably because of a cancellation effect in the alternating domains. 13, 16, 26 However, in the infrared the domain lengths are nearly 10 times longer, which gives less average cancellation, and even a small loss owing to remaining photorefractive damage can have a significant effect on the OPO threshold.
We measured photorefractive damage in an OPO by using a 28.5-mm-period, 9-mm-long PPLN crystal that was AR coated for the signal wavelength. The input and the output couplers had 37.3-mm radii of curvature, were separated by 42 mm, and had signal reflectivities of .99% and 90%, respectively. The pump laser was the same as that described above, focused to a 47-mm waist in the crystal. We varied the pump power by changing the repetition rate while keeping the pulse energy fixed at 0.100 mJ. For pumping at 0.1 W av (3 kW av ͞cm 2 at the focus), which produced 0.3 mW av (17 W av ͞cm 2 ) of green light, the OPO was unaffected by photorefractive damage. For pumping at 0.5 W av , the OPO output decayed from its initial value on the scale of a few minutes, reaching a steady state at half its initial value. At 1 W av the OPO quickly decayed and ceased to operate in 1 min. Degradation of the OPO output was accompanied by evident fanning in the green beam, which is a typical indicator of photorefractive damage. 27 Photorefractive damage is not permanent; one can erase it by heating the crystal so that the carriers causing the refractive-index perturbation are diffused. It is also well known that one can erase photorefractive damage in real time by simultaneously heating the crystal and exposing it to the damaging light, 27 and we applied this principle in our high-repetition-rate OPO experiments. (Other ways of eliminating photorefractive damage are discussed in Section 5.) In Fig. 12 the steady-state value of the OPO pumped with 100 mJ at 10 kHz is plotted versus the crystal temperature. The 28.5-mm-period PPLN has negligible tuning over the temperature range considered here, as shown in Fig. 10 , so gain parameters were constant as we changed the temperature of the crystal. Near 50 ± C there is a steep improvement in the performance, indicating that loss induced by photorefractive damage is eliminated. Pumping with 1 W av (100 mJ at 10 kHz), we measured 220 mW av at l s ഠ 1.45 mm and 34 mW av at l i ഠ 4 mm. The importance of this experiment is that photorefractive damage can be controlled with operation at temperatures in the 60 -100 ± C range, allowing the average power of the pump source to be increased while maintaining noncritical phase matching with quasi-phase matching.
The high gain of PPLN is made possible through the large d 33 component of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor. Another feature of having all the waves polarized in the same direction is that the use of Brewster surfaces is a convenient design option. We fabricated Brewster surfaces on the end faces of a 15-mm-long PPLN crystal having a 31-mm period. We used this piece in an OPO with the same pump laser described in the preceding paragraph. The input coupler had a 25-mm radius of curvature with R p 7%, R i , 10%, and R s 99%; the output coupler was a flat mirror with R s 93%. The pump was operated at 1 kHz and was focused at a 47-mm spot as in the preceding paragraphs. Incidence at Brewster's angle (u B 65 ± for 1.064 mm) results in a spot size on the crystal surface larger by a factor of 1͞cos u B 2.4 and a pump waist in the crystal larger by a factor of tan u B n p 2.2. We measured a threshold of 0.026 mJ. Pumping at eight times threshold (0.200 mJ͞pulse), we measured 71% pump depletion, as shown in Fig. 13 . Inasmuch as the PPLN itself has low losses, with optimized mirrors most of the converted power should be extractable. The Brewster-angle surface can help to obviate the need for broadband, damage-resistant coatings. The low losses available with Brewster surfaces and the surface intensity reduction that is due to the nonnormal geometry have the potential of extending the envelope of low-threshold, high-throughput OPO's.
In summary, our experiments with Q-switched Nd:YAG pump lasers show that PPLN is an exceptional material for OPO applications. Our success in fabricating devicequality PPLN permitted the demonstration of a bulk QPM OPO. Further processing developments provided better material, leading to a number of QPM OPO devices. The envelope of performance of these experiments covered operation with low threshold (0.012 mJ), high pump conversion (70%), pumping without damage at ϳ10 times above threshold, and pumping with over 1-W average power.
B. Long-Pulse PPLN OPO
Taking advantage of the high-gain and low-optical-loss properties of PPLN demonstrated in our experiments with Q-switched lasers, we have operated a low-peak-power (,100 W) long-pulse OPO. 28 OPO's are usually grouped by their temporal characteristics, and recently most attention has been given to 10 -30-ns pulse, 100-fs -1-ps pulse, and cw OPO's. 29 The device described in this section is an OPO that operates in the 0.1 -1-ms pulse range, a regime that has received virtually no attention but that offers the potential of producing narrow-linewidth output without the complexities associated with shorter-pulse OPO's.
The pump source architecture used here is the master-oscillator -power-amplifier configuration shown in Fig. 14 . The master laser consists of a cw, diodepumped, Nd:YAG single-frequency laser (700-mW output Fig. 13 . Pump pulse transmitted through the OPO cavity with the OPO off (upper trace) and the OPO on (lower trace). The difference between the traces indicates the pump depletion. Fig. 14 . Experimental setup for a long-pulse PPLN OPO. The 700-mW 1.064-mm cw laser is chopped with an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to produce rectangular pulses, which are amplified to ϳ300-W peak power with the pulse shape shown in Fig. 15 . Pulse duration, pulse shape, and repetition rate can readily be varied with the acousto-optic modulator. at 1.064 mm), which is acousto-optically modulated before being sent through a 16-pass Nd:YAG amplifier. 30 The temporal laser pulse shape can, in principle, be electronically controlled by application of the proper rf waveform to the acousto-optic modulator. In our experiment we used the rf to shutter the master laser to produce a rectangular pulse, with peak power ϳ600 mW and duration varying between 150 ns and cw. The amplifier alters the rectangular pulse that is due to gain saturation to the shape shown in Fig. 15 . The square pulse input was chosen to produce the highest peak power in the amplified pulse. The amplified pump beam has peak power of ϳ300 W with a beam-quality measure of M 2 1.2. The PPLN crystal for this experiment was 15 mm long with a 31-mm QPM period for signal and idler wavelengths of 1.67 and 2.93 mm, respectively, at room temperature. The flat end faces were AR coated, giving R p 5%͞surface and R s 0.8%͞surface (the coating was designed for minimum reflection at 1.96 mm). The OPO resonator was a linear cavity with two identical mirrors having 15-mm radii of curvature and reflectivities of R p 14%, R s 98%, and R i 12%. The round-trip feedback of the idler was ,1.4%, which made the OPO behave as a singly resonant oscillator when it was over three times above threshold. 31 The losses of the OPO cavity mirrors and the crystal surfaces gave a total round-trip loss at the signal wavelength of ϳ7%.
At maximum pumping (300-W peak power, five times above threshold), the OPO ran robustly, with a pump depletion of 43% as shown in Fig. 15 . The OPO threshold was measured to be 60 W peak. By adjusting the width of the square pulse with the acousto-optic modulator, we could vary the OPO pulse duration over 150-600 ns. The OPO could be operated over 0 -9 kHz. A maximum signal-pulse energy of 5 mJ was recorded with a pump pulse of 52 mJ (1-kHz repetition rate). Lower-loss coatings on the OPO cavity mirrors and the PPLN crystal would significantly reduce the oscillation threshold and increase the in-the-bucket conversion efficiency.
The saturated pump depletion level is ϳ26 W, shown as the flat part of the depleted pump pulse in Fig. 15 . This steady-state value is a measure of the threshold for cw SRO operation. The threshold for a cw SRO operating in the near field is given by 4 P th n p n s n i e 0 c 3 p͑w
where a s is the round-trip signal power loss, including output coupling, and w p 47 mm and w s 63 mm are the Gaussian mode waists at the pump and the signal, respectively. Because the Gaussian mode sizes expand by ,15% through the crystal, the near-field approximation is applicable. The nonlinear coefficient is d Q 14.4 pm͞V, where d eff has been adjusted for constant Miller delta as before. The calculated threshold of 23 W is in good agreement with the value obtained from saturated pump depletion. These pump levels are within the reach of current single-mode cw Nd:YAG lasers, offering the potential for a useful high-power cw tunable mid-IR source.
We measured the linewidth of the OPO by looking at the transmission of its output through solidétalons 0.27, 1.5, and 7 mm thick. Depending on the spacing between the cavity mirrors and the PPLN crystal, the linewidth of the OPO varied from single longitudinal mode (,0.5 GHz) to 360 GHz. Intracavityétalon effects are likely responsible for the very narrow-linewidth operation; our research shows that even a very weakétalon (finesse ,1) is effective in limiting the linewidth of a lowgain OPO. We expect that reducing the linewidth of this OPO will be much easier than for conventional 10 -50-ns OPO's. 32 Use of weakétalons, or perhaps just increasing the OPO rise time by tailoring the pump laser pulse with the acousto-optic modulator, will yield narrow linewidths without the complexity associated with other techniques such as grazing-incidence grating cavities 33 and injection seeding. 34 In summary, this long-pulse OPO is a novel device that permits significant control over its temporal pulse duration and shape. This device may prove advantageous for reducing the intrinsic linewidth of simple, two-mirror cavity OPO's and has shown that moderate threshold cw singly resonant OPO's are possible with PPLN.
C. Cw-Diode-Pumped PPLN OPO For doubly resonant oscillators (DRO's) in PPLN, calculations predict thresholds readily within range of commercially available cw diode lasers. An OPO directly pumped by a diode laser is especially interesting as a compact and efficient source of tunable radiation. Previous attempts to build a diode-pumped OPO with available nonlinear optical materials have been hampered because the gain and phase-matching conditions placed difficult constraints on the wavelength and power requirements of the pump laser. 35 With the engineerable phase matching and high-gain properties available through quasi-phase matching, we recently demonstrated an OPO directly pumped by a commercial cw diode laser. 36 The experimental setup of the diode-pumped OPO is shown in Fig. 16 . The pump was a 977.6-nm master-oscillator -power-amplifier diode laser from SDL, Inc. (Model 5762), operated at 500 mW. We used a scanning confocal interferometer to verify single-frequency operation of the diode laser; the laser linewidth was ϳ25 MHz. The laser was susceptible to even small amounts of feedback, and 260-dB isolation was required Fig. 15 . Pump pulse transmitted through the long-pulse OPO cavity with the OPO off (upper trace) and the OPO on (lower trace). The OPO turns on after 30 ns, and the transmitted pump quickly saturates to ϳ26 W, the oscillation threshold. for stable operation. The DRO resonator was a linear cavity with 10-mm radius-of-curvature mirrors separated by 22 mm. We used a high-reflectivity input mirror and output couplers of 0.3% and 0.7% transmission, all centered at 1.96 mm. The useful bandwidth of the mirrors was ϳ200 nm, and the pump reflectivity was ϳ20%. The pump beam was focused to a 33-mm waist in the cavity, with a beam quality of M 2 1.3. The output coupler was mounted upon an annular piezoelectric element (piezo) for cavity length control. The OPO output near 1.96 mm was detected with a PbS detector after a filter that blocked the pump beam, while the transmitted pump beam was detected with a Si detector.
The PPLN crystal for the diode-pumped OPO was 0.5 mm thick with a 9.3-mm interaction length. The domain period for quasi-phase matching was 28.5 mm, designed for degenerate operation at 88 ± C, as shown in Fig. 17 . The polished end faces of the PPLN were AR coated for the signal -idler pair near degeneracy. The total single-pass power loss through the two coated surfaces and the crystal was 0.8% at 2.014 mm, as described in Section 3. The peak phase-matching temperature was measured at 91 ± C, which agrees with the design calculation. Figure 18 shows the cavity-mirror piezo voltage, the pump transmission through the cavity, and the OPO output through a 0.7% output coupler as the cavity length was scanned with the piezo. Note where the piezo position was held at a resonant point for the OPO during the flat part before the voltage ramp. The relatively stable nature of the output at this point indicates the potential for adding control electronics to make a useful cw infrared tunable source. The OPO output could be shifted relative to the pump transmission by adjustment of the temperature and the cavity length. The upper plot in Fig. 18 shows a case in which the output occurs near a peak of the pump transmission, and the lower plot shows a different operating point where the OPO output occurs near a pump transmission minimum. The 20% reflectivity of the cavity mirrors at the pump wavelength formed a cavity with finesse of 1.7, so the circulating pump intensity could range from 0.5 to 1.2 times the incident power. Even a low-finesse cavity such as this can produce noticeableétalon effects, but the fact that the OPO oscillated during the pump transmission minimum indicates that threshold was reached without pump enhancement.
The threshold for a DRO near degeneracy is given by 4 P th a s a i n s n i c
where h m is the Boyd -Kleinman reduction factor 37 for a focused interaction and a s and a i are the round-trip power losses at the signal and the idler, respectively. The nonlinear coefficient is d Q 13.2 pm͞V, again after adjustment for constant Miller delta. The round-trip power losses for the signal and the idler were 1.9% and 2.3% for the 0.3% and 0.7% output couplers, respectively. Minimum threshold is attained when L͞b 2.8 and h m 1.07. In our case, h m ഠ L͞b 0.62 (the waists are w p 33 mm and w s 47 mm). The predicted threshold power was 52 and 76 mW for the 0.3% and 0.7% output couplers, respectively; the measured thresholds were 61 and 98 mW.
The OPO runs in disjoint regions as a function of cavitymirror separation because of the cluster effect that is well-known for DRO's. 38 As one can see by examining the pump resonance in Fig. 18 , the cluster spacing is half the pump wavelength, or 489 nm. We monitored the spectral content of the OPO output, using a 1-m monochromator. For different wavelength settings we observed the monochromator output while the cavity mirror was scanned. The output spectrum was erratic because of lack of cavity stabilization, but the centroid of the monochromator output showed a clear dependence on the cavity-mirror separation, which is plotted in Fig. 19 . With a mirror translation of 70 nm, signal -idler pairs were observed from 1.85 to 2.08 mm, matching the mirror bandwidths. As the cavity length is scanned, the output frequencies follow the cavity resonance until they reach degeneracy. There is a subsequent gap in the OPO output until the cavity length changes enough to bring another cluster within the mirror bandwidths.
For 370 mW of pump incident upon the cavity mirror, we measured peak output powers of 34 and 64 mW with 0.3% and 0.7% output couplers, respectively. The conversion efficiencies of 9% and 17% agree with the values obtained from pump depletion. The theoretical conversion efficiency is given by
where T oc is the transmission of the output coupler, a d is the combined loss in the crystal and in the other cavity mirror, and N is the number of times above threshold. Using our measured threshold values gives predicted efficiencies of 8% and 15% for the 0.3% and 0.7% output couplers, respectively. In summary, we have demonstrated a cw diode-pumped DRO with PPLN. The high-gain and engineerable phase-matching properties of PPLN permit tailoring the material to match commercially available diode lasers. The fact that the output could be made to run continuously indicates the potential for stabilizing the OPO power with servo control of the cavity length. With this addition and by incorporating vibration and environmental isolation, we expect to see the spectral behavior improve.
FUTURE RESEARCH EFFORTS
SRO's are generally preferable to DRO's because they are more stable and tuning is better behaved; however, their high thresholds have made cw SRO's difficult to build. 39 The high gain of d 33 interactions in PPLN makes possible a widely tunable cw SRO with modest pump power. When we use the expression given in Eq. (13), the calculated threshold of a 1.064-mm pumped cw SRO is ϳ3 W for confocal focusing (w op 34 mm, w os 41 mm) in a 15-mm-long PPLN crystal with 2% round-trip power loss at the signal (l s 1.54 mm). Although the nearfield expression loses accuracy for a confocal resonator, the calculation gives an indication that cw SRO operation can be reached at a power level that is currently available in single-transverse-mode Nd:YAG lasers. The high average power in the proposed cw SRO will cause no problem because the absorption in PPLN is low, as demonstrated by a previous resonant SHG experiment (65 W of circulating 1.064-mm cw power with a 15-mm waist). 26 We expect to operate a cw SRO by using a diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser in the near future. 40 High-energy-power pulsed OPO's are also of interest. Commercial Q-switched diode-pumped Nd:YAG lasers operating at ϳ10 kHz are capable of driving compact, efficient OPO's generating output at the watt level.
Photorefractive damage in PPLN is a factor of concern in the push to high-average-power operation. Although the erasure of photorefractive damage that we showed in Subsection 4.A is acceptable in many situations, there are alternatives that might permit high-average-power operation at room temperature. We can manipulate the grating design to minimize the processes that drive photorefractive damage. The effect of a change in either the grating period or the duty cycle on the phase matching is in proportion to the coherence length. Because the coherence lengths of visible interactions are much smaller than those in the infrared, a small change in grating pattern can have a large effect on the visible while having a negligible effect on the infrared. Hence one can use a perturbation of the duty cycle or the period to minimize green generation, which is the primary contributor to photorefractive damage in a 1-mm-pumped OPO, while maintaining the average grating period and duty cycle needed for efficient infrared generation. Although either the duty cycle or the period can readily be altered on the lithographic mask, the grating period may be the easiest factor to control because poled material shows less variation in this parameter relative to the pattern on the mask. Another approach for reduction of the photorefractive effect is to start with a more damageresistant material such as LiTaO 3 or MgO:LiNbO 3 . Both are structurally similar to LiNbO 3 . Periodically poled LiTaO 3 was successfully fabricated with the electric-field poling technique, and presumably MgO:LiNbO 3 can be periodically poled as well. 17 An area of active research to reduce OPO thresholds further is the use of waveguides. A waveguide OPO in PPLN has been demonstrated with periodic poling that was fabricated by the Ti-indiffusion technique. 12 This approach yields domain-inverted regions that are triangular in depth, causing a reduction in efficiency compared with those of the ideal vertical domains of electric-field poled PPLN. The problem of optimizing devices is compounded by the depth-dependent overlap between the waveguide modes and the domain grating. Electric-field poled PPLN is expected to improve the device significantly, and an optimized waveguide OPO that uses it is predicted to have a cw SRO threshold below 100 mW, making it suitable for pumping by a single-stripe diode laser. 41 The flexibility of engineering phase matching through the QPM grating opens up a fertile design space. We mentioned above the potential for multiwavelength operation and broadband phase matching. The first intended extension of QPM design in our OPO's will be a tunable grating device. SHG with a fanned grating has been used to match various diode-laser wavelengths in PPLN waveguides. 42 In a QPM OPO a fanned grating would permit tuning the device by translation of the crystal transversely through the beam so that the beam interacts with different grating periods at different positions. Suitable design will permit continuous tuning over the entire mid-infrared range of LiNbO 3 with a simple translation of the crystal by ,10 mm.
The broad phase-matching bandwidth that permits the desirable wide tunability of PPLN OPO's is an asset for wideband amplification; however, for many applications, narrow-band operation may be required. Line narrowing techniques employed in conventional OPO's, such as grazing-incidence gratings and injection seeding, can be applied to QPM OPO's as well. We have noted in Subsection 4.B that long-pulse operation, for which the high nonlinear drive of PPLN is helpful, may offer a simple scheme of linewidth narrowing. A promising approach to making a low-power narrow-band oscillator is with a TIR monolithic resonator design. 23, 43 Stability provided by the monolithic resonator combined with a clean single-frequency solid-state pump laser, such as a nonplanar ring oscillator, leads to stable single-frequency OPO output. Type-I phase matching was used for such devices in the past because it is the only interaction accessible with birefringent phase matching in LiNbO 3 . However, with both the signal and the idler having the same polarization, their coupling to the resonator cannot be separately controlled, and double-resonance effects that impair stability and limit tunability are unavoidable. Critical birefringent phase-matching designs also suffer from Poynting-vector walk-off, which raises the threshold. We propose to build a 1.064-mm-pumped LiNbO 3 monolithic TIR OPO with a noncritically phase-matched QPM section in one leg. We plan to use Type-II phase matching so that the signal and the idler can be separately controlled with birefringent elements and because the bandwidth is inherently narrower (see Table 2 ). Type-II phase matching in LiNbO 3 is readily implemented by use of quasi-phase matching with domain periods of ϳ14 mm that are within our present PPLN fabrication capabilities.
CONCLUSION
Quasi-phase matching permits engineering OPO performance for a variety of configurations. Standard OPO theory applies to QPM OPO's with simple substitutions for effective nonlinear coefficient and wave-vector mismatch. A QPM OPO can be noncritically phase matched with no walk-off at a given temperature for any collinear interaction within the transparency range of the material. High gain is available with the large diagonal nonlinear coefficient.
PPLN is now available as a bulk nonlinear optical crystal for QPM OPO's. The electric-field poling technique is a onetime permanent process that lends itself to commercial manufacturing. PPLN has parametric gain ϳ20 times higher than single-domain LiNbO 3 , with no additional loss or damage susceptibility. With our fabrication methods we regularly obtain device-quality PPLN samples more than 15 mm long with apertures of 15 mm 3 0.5 mm. Demonstrated periods of .10 mm cover the important infrared interactions. Continued process development will lead to pieces 5 cm long and 1 mm thick.
We have demonstrated what is to our knowledge the first bulk QPM OPO by using PPLN. Rapid progress in material development has led to variety of OPO devices:
• Short-pulse (ϳ10-ns) SRO's pumped by Q-switched 1.064-mm Nd:YAG lasers with thresholds as low as 12 mJ, 70% pump conversion, no damage at ϳ10 times above threshold, high-average-power pumping (1 W av at 10 kHz), and tunable output from 1.45 to 4 mm.
• A long-pulse SRO (ϳ500 ns) pumped by a 1.064-mm Nd:YAG laser, with threshold at 60-W peak power, indicating the potential for a cw SRO threshold of ϳ10 W.
• A cw DRO directly pumped by a commercial 978-nm cw diode laser with thresholds below 80 mW and outputs above 60 mW at 1.96 mm.
This research shows the potential for QPM OPO's to become practical devices with currently available pump lasers. PPLN promises to be an important material for applications requiring sources in the range 1 to .4 mm. 
